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The fully integrated solution
to fight disasters,
closer to becoming a reality

Multiple data
sources including
satellite nowcast
and forecast
models & in-situ
observations

In 2017 we suffered 318 disasters that affected 96 million people, killed 9500, and caused
losses of €270 billion. It is the second most costly year, surpassed only by 2011, when the
tsunami in Japan stroke. To lower these figures, and in the midst of climate change, we are
going to need effective technologies that help us face the increasingly more frequent and
unpredictable disasters.
Currently, we live in a time where information is abundant, and technologies like the ones that
I-REACT has developed can help us navigate this situation, to obtain the knowledge we need
to tackle natural hazards and prevent them from becoming disasters.
Through the in-field demonstrations performed in the last year, I-REACT has fine-tuned all of
its tools: the big data system that will integrate information coming from European monitoring
systems, earth observations, positioning data, historical information and weather forecasts;
the mobile app and the social media analysis tool to account for real-time crowdsourced
information; the drones to improve mapping; wearables to improve positioning; and the
augmented reality glasses to facilitate reporting and information visualisation by first
responders.
The feedback that emergency managers and other participants have provided to the project in
these demonstrations has proved crucial to come up with a robust, reliable and integrated
set of tools, that fit the needs and demands of first responders, emergency services and other
stakeholders involved in disaster risk reduction. The I-REACT solution is highly modular, so it
can be easily adapted to already existing emergency management systems.
Overall, I-REACT contributes to build a more secure and resilient society to disasters.
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A year of
achievements

A 3-YEAR-PROJECT
June2016 - I-REACT started.
September2016 - User workshop celebrated at Unesco
premises in Paris.
December2016 - Planning of overall system architecture and
start of the technical work.

I-REACT is a 3 year endeavour involving 20 European partners
in close cooperation. In this time, the consortium is going from
research and development activities to functional prototypes of the
different technologies, and ultimately, to a ready-to-market set of
services and technologies.

June2017 - Exploitation macrostrategy agreed with the
creation of an I-REACT NewCo.

During the second year of the project, I-REACT devoted important
efforts to fine-tuning and testing the system, as well as to engaging
with professional stakeholders and citizens to set the ground for
implementation (see next page).

March2018 - 1st infield demonstration with endusers

Overall, the project achieved significant milestones, both
technological and managerial. On the technological side, I-REACT
has presented a working prototype of the I-REACT system.
This prototype has been showcased and tested through three
demonstrations with end-users. On the managerial side, the
release of the first issue for the business sets the path towards
an exploitation macrostrategy and the I-REACT NewCo, an
independent company integrated by the partners, which will ensure
the exploitation of the system after the project’s end.

November2017 - Presentation of a prototype I-REACT
solution including all technologies.

June2018 - 2 infield demonstration with endusers
nd

Sept 2018 - 3rd in-field demonstration with end-users.
December2018 - 4th in-field demonstration with end-users.
February2018 - 5th in-field demonstration with end-users.
May2019 - Final conference at UNESCO and official
presentation of the I-REACT system.

SECOND YEAR ZOOMED IN
June2017 - Exploitation macrostrategy agreed with the creation
of an I-REACT NewCo
September2017 - 2nd implementation cycle of data integration
and modelling concluded
November2017 - Presentation of a prototype I-REACT solution
including all technologies.
December2017 - Pre-view demonstration with endusers from the
Sava River Commission
March2018 - 1st I-REACT in-field demonstration: Piedmont
Region, Italy
June2018 - 2nd in-field demonstration: Ipswich, UK.
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Presenting a prototype
of the I-REACT tools
at the Sava River Basin

Helping
authorities and
responders take
more informed
decisions

Over the last 5 years, Western Balkans have been severely hit by extreme flooding events,
which required extensive transnational cooperation and sharing of emergency management
data. Thus, this region seemed a suitable setting to hold the first pre-view of I-REACT, and
show how it can facilitate the work of authorities and civil protection in the fight against floods,
not only as a big integrator of disaster management data, but also aid in the coordination of
different countries in the case of emergencies.
The workshop “Governance and Technology for Flood Risk Reduction: Linking early warning
to emergency management in the Sava River Basin”, was held in Zagreb on 5th-7th December
2017. It was funded by UNESCO and organised in collaboration with the Sava River Basin
Commission, Deltares and CIMA Foundation.
Over the three days of the workshop, participants from 5 countries worked in a simulated
scenario based on the devastating Sava River flood on May 2014, and linked the management
of these events to the different functionalities of the I-REACT system, showing how technology
can play a crucial role in the fight against disasters.
In the in-field demo of I-REACT, participants could test the crowdsourcing functionalities of
the mobile app on field as well as the different features of the control room web interface.
This simulation allowed visualising a great variety of data coming from different sources, and
serving different purposes to help authorities making decisions in the event of an emergency.
Overall, the first pre-view of the system was a success. It highlighted the potential of an
integration tool for disaster management, while helping authorities and responders both to
save time and make more informed decisions when all variables are at play. Additionally, the
I-REACT team gathered important feedback from professionals, which helped the fine-tuning of
the system within different operational scenarios.
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I-REACT is premiered at PIEMODEX,
one of the largest
Civil Protection exercises in Europe

Sharing and
integrating data
to increase the
efficiency and speed
up the response time.

On 13-15th March 2018, the European Consortium APELL – EUROMODEX organised a largescale exercise related to flood risk in the Piedmont Region (Italy), as part of the activities
of the European Union Mechanism Civil protection for the biennium 2017-2018.The I-REACT
consortium was invited to the exercise to test the system in a rescue scenario for the first time.
During the three-day drill, over 200 members of international emergency services coming
from European countries such as Spain, Germany, France, the Czech Republic, Belgium,
Luxembourg and Finland, simulated 25 different rescue scenarios, with a team of 600 civil
protection volunteers. In addition, dozens of volunteers from the city of Alessandria, performed
as families trapped by the rising water levels, citizens in need of displacement people injured
in the flood, including some disabled - a blind person and one in a wheelchair - and a pregnant
woman.
The I-REACT system was tested by allowing access to the app to volunteers, that created
reports during the exercises about the flood situation, like geolocation photos. Meanwhile, the
rescue teams coordinated by the “Settore Protezione Civile e Sistema Antincendi Boschivi” of
the Piedmont Region, tested the I-REACT visualisation software to track the position of the
people affected by floods, communicate with them, see and validate their reports.
Overall, the exercise was a success, certifying the ability of different national civil protection
teams to act in rescue scenarios at European level. In this context, the I-REACT system emerges
as a suitable tool for sharing and integrating data between these different actors, thus
increasing the efficiency and speeding up the response time.
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The first fully-fledged demonstration
of I-REACT in Ipswich (UK) brings
together authorities and industry
representatives
On the 13th and 14th of June, I-REACT conducted its second in-field demonstration, the first
one to showcase all of the project’s tools together. This was done through a two-day flood
simulation exercise in Ipswich, UK, organised by Aquobex, partner of I-REACT. To maximise
the impact, this flood simulation exercise was supported by the UK Environment Agency and
the Suffolk Fire & Rescue Service.
The attendees to the flood simulation exercise were selected among relevant stakeholders such
as the UK Environment Agency, the UK Flood Forecasting Centre, County Councils and insurance
professionals. Together, they worked in a flood drill that simulated the flooding of the Orwell
river, using the I-REACT technologies as a support on their decision-making processes.
Two of the project’s technologies were shown for the first time: the project’s augmented reality
glasses, that enable first responders to receive information without using their hands, and the
wearable device to monitor oxygen levels and provide improved geolocalization of rescue
services. The rest of the technologies were also shown and used by the attendees.
The system developed by I-REACT is highly modular, which ensures that the individual tools—
satellite image interpretation, risk maps, historical data, wearable devices, drones, social media
crowdsourced information and mobile app among others—can be adopted separately by the
emergency services, and integrated with already existing technologies. Thanks to the support
of the Environment Agency in this simulation, the I-REACT team was able to compare its system
with the current emergency management system in use by the Agency, and show how the
I-REACT solution can be integrated into it.
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I-REACT: an important node
for research
in technology and DRR
An interdisciplinary project such as I-REACT produces a vast amount of expert knowledge and
information throughout the year, that is especially useful for DRR researchers around the world.
To disseminate the I-REACT results among the academic audience, I-REACT has published
5 papers in relevant journals and 17 publications in conference proceedings. And to engage
further with the DRR research community and increase the impact or project’s results, the
I-REACT partners organised 3 different workshops on the role of technology in disaster
management:
•
•
•

Data Science for Emergency Management (co-located with 2017 IEEE International
Conference on Big Data), focused on novel data analytics solutions applied to disaster
management.
ICT Tools for Emergency Networks and DisastEr Relief (co-located within the ACM CoNEXT
2017), revolving around innovative solutions and applications for emergency and disaster
relief.
Intelligent Crisis Management Technologies for climate events (co-located within ISCRAM
2018), on methods for forecasting, early warning, collection, processing, and transmission
of the emergency data.

To make the project’s research publicly available, all its results can be accessed through the
I-REACT’s website.

The I-REACT app for citizens
to be released in October 2018
The I-REACT app will be a new way for citizens to be informed about climate change related
natural hazards (flood, fires, and extreme weather events) and to share information within local
citizen communities on environmental conditions before, during and after emergency events.
It will be launched on October, available in 5 different languages and ready to use in various
European countries.
With the I-REACT app, citizens will be able to consult unique hazard information about fire,
flood and extreme weather event in their area, to access a filtered view of tweets related to
natural hazards, as well as see the local weather forecast. Most importantly, the app will
connect citizens to each other, by allowing to see reports generated by other citizens and
to create their own reports on environmental conditions, eventually declare the occurrence
of an event, report damages to infrastructures and locate temporary resources in case of
big emergencies including humanitarian crises. This functionality of horizontal crowdsourcing
without professional intervention has been successfully implemented in other scenarios such
as the violent outbreaks after 2009 Kenian elections where the Ushahidi platform connected
citizens sharing important information about the emergency situation.
Additionally, a gamification and educational strategy has been implemented to keep users
engaged. Indeed, a dedicated training in disaster management based on tips and quizzes has
been set up so that users will be able to progressively unlock the access to useful information.
In addition, a score system will serve to rank users according to their activity allowing them
to change their level (from novice to guru) and to eventually be able to rate the information
provided by other users so that the information can be filtered according to relevance.
The citizen app is the result of over 2 years of hard work from the I-REACT consortium and
numerous rounds of improvements on usability and other technical issues, and will be the
first I-REACT technology to be released. It will be an important milestone in the creation of
a user base in local communities in Europe that will facilitate the uptake of the system by
the professional sector. In this case, the citizen app will be an even more valuable tool as
citizens will be empowered with a direct and selective communication channel with emergency
managers, improving the overall efficiency of the response to disasters.
Subscribe to our mailing list to receive a reminder when we launch the app.
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A large community is set
for the launch of the I-REACT system
During the second year of the project, the I-REACT consortium has been performing intense
efforts to communicate to and engage with a large community of different stakeholders:
emergency professionals, public authorities, industry professionals as well as the general public.
This activity was meant to set the ground for collaborations and guarantee the technology
uptake towards the end of the project.
To raise awareness of the project and disaster management, a strong communication strategy
was executed through our social media profiles. Through activities like threads, interdisciplinar
content, polls and blog posts, I-REACT has engaged with relevant stakeholders such as civil
protection agencies, volunteers and citizens. To grow further and learn from the experiences
of other memebers of the European civil protection community, we also took part in events
such as the European Civil Protection Forumand the 3rd Annual Seminar of the Disaster Risk
Management Knowledge Centre. All this provided an additional support to the exploitation
efforts, that were focused on participating on industrial events, like the Flood & Coast Exhibition.
These activities aim to ensure the uptake of the I-REACT system once the project is over.
All these efforts have built a large community around the project, formed by people with
academic, industrial and knowledge interests. If you want to join our I-REACT community,
contact us at info@i-react.eu.
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Join us in our quest
for a more resilient future
If you wish to have further information on the project, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Either if you are an end-user, policymaker or industry leader interested in deploying our
technology, a citizen willing to use the mobile application or you simply would like to have more
information on the project’s progression and outcomes, please drop us a line using any of the
available channels.

Email: info@i-react.eu
Corporate Facebook: www.facebook.com/ireactEU
Corporate Twitter: twitter.com/IREACT_EU
I React Against Disasters Facebook: www.facebook.com/Ireactagainstdisasters
I React Against Disasters Twitter: twitter.com/againstdisaster
Website: www.i-react.eu
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